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Abstract 
This paper focuses on the subject of HDE and near OPEU in shanghai, compares the economic under the system of 
DE grid-connected with no power injection at present and bidding for accessing to networks after electric power 
reform. After the reform, HDE could recycles corresponding operating and maintenance costs by sharing power 
generation benefits, OPEU could save the electricity purchasing fund obviously. It is shown that the electric power 
reform program will help to stimulate the vitality of DE market, escort China's regional DE healthy and rapid 
development.
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1. Introduction 
DE is a overall energy supply system of combined cooling heating and power, greatly improves its 
energy efficiency by energy cascade utilization; and because the system is close to the user side, it could 
effectively reduce energy losses on the way of cooling heating and power long-distance transport and 
investments in the corresponding transmission and distribution system. It is not only an important way to 
provide a flexible and energy-efficient integrated energy services for the end user, and It is recognized a 
core technology to build the next generation of energy systems around the world [1]. Energy Internet has 
been hailed as another major revolution in the energy sector, and the development of energy Internet 
"portal" is the promotion and popularization of DE. 
To take full advantage and play the role of DE, it need to improve the existing electricity market 
trading patterns, reasonably and efficiently bring DG into the electricity market transactions. At present, 
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the electricity reform program for promoting the development of DE have come out [2,3], the CPC 
Central Committee, the State Council issued the "a number of opinions on the further deepening reform of 
the power system([2015]No.9)" and the National Development and Reform Commission and the national 
Energy Board jointly issued "guiding opinions on improving the regulation of power running and 
promoting clean energy fully generate more electric power" clearly state that actively develop DE, allow 
DE involved in electricity trading. This paper focuses on the subject of HDE and near   
OPEU in shanghai, compares the economic under the system of DE grid-connected with no power 
injection  on the current and bidding for accessing to networks after electric power reform from both DE 
itself and the market environment. 
Nomenclature 
Abbreviation 
DE distributed energy 
DG        distributed generation 
HDE      hotel distributed energy 
OPEU    office purchasing electricity user 
SP          separate production 
Symbols 
Epb         peak building electric load 
Qpc         peak cooling load 
Qph         peak heating load 
Qpw         peak hot water load 
Qpt         hourly peak total thermal loads 
De           electric demand 
Dc              Cooling demand 
Dh               heating demand 
Dw             hot water demand 
Dth         total thermal demand 
Qht         hourly tatal thermal loads 
Qhc         hourly cooling loads 
,acop absorption refrigerating coefficient of performance,1.2 
Qhh hourly heating loads 
Qhw hourly hot water loads 
Eht hourly total electric loads 
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,ecop      electric refrigeration coefficient of performance, 4 
Ehb         hourly building electric loads 
n1            CCHP power generation efficiency 
n2            CCHP waste heat recovery efficiency 
2. Project overview 
According to GB5189-2009 "public building energy efficiency design standards", it could get one 
hotel and office building's hourly cooling heating and power load on typical day each month in Shanghai's 
weather conditions by using eQUEST building energy simulation software. 
The hotel adopts DE system, major system flows shown in Figure 1.  
The office adopts SP system, major system flows shown in Figure 2. 
Fig. 1. System flow of HDE 
Fig. 2. System flows of OPEU 
3. Economic analysis of gird-connected DE with no power injection 
HDE use the operating mode of heat-power. The main hotel energy consumption indicators are shown 
in table 1 and 2, annual total power consumption are based on the sum of hourly power load on typical 
day every month. It is known that the hotel total heating load and annual total heating consumption is 
relatively large than electric load and annual power consumption. Considering both heat and power 
supply, we select the gas engine capacity of 430kW, DE system's efficiency values are listed in Table 3. 
Qs=Qc/Iacop +Qh+Qw                                                              (1) 
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Table 1 Peak load 
Building
Epb 
(kW) 
Qpc
(kW) 
Qph
(kW) 
Qpw
(kW) 
Qpt
(kW) 
hotel 437.32 645.62 344.46 1465.16 1716.65 
Table2 energy consumption indicators 
Building
De(MW/
year)
De(MW/
year)
De(MW/
year)
De(MW/
year)
De(MW/
year)
hotel 1169.67 772.00 3511.35 5258.08 2145.82
Table3 DE System efficiency values 
 n1 n2 Iacop 
value 0.35 0.5 1.2 

Although the capacity of power generation unit of HDE selected as peak load 430KW,in Heat-power 
mode, the system can’t guarantee all power generation to meet their own use, insufficient quantity 
purchased from the grid; at the same time if power generation are more than their electric load they are 
free to the grid. Hotel annual purchase of electricity and losses of electricity are shown in Figure 3. 
Under the system of DE grid-connected with no power injection In the current, peak electricity price is 
1.11 Yuan/ kWh, valley electricity price is 0.057Yuan/ kWh, peak period refers to 6:00-22:00, the valley 
period refers to 22:00-6:00 the next day. The hotel could be calculated that the annual electricity 
purchasing cost is 117,300 Yuan, while lost 840,000 KWh of electricity. 
The electricity of OPEU system supplied directly from the electric grid, Figure 4 is OPEU total annual 
electric demand, which are accumulated by the total electric load. 
Es=Qc/Iecop +Ee                                                                     (2) 
Based on the flowcharts shown in Figure 1, annual CO2 emissions of two reference systems and five 
DCHP systems under different running statuses can be calculated as follows: 

Figure 3 hotel annual purchase and losses of electricity  
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
Figure 4 OPEU annual electric demand 
4. Economic analysis under the system bidding for accessing to networks 
After the electricity reform, DE can participate in power trading, its on-grid price independently 
determined with purchasing electricity users and power grid company by negotiation, market bidding, etc., 
power companies can not interfere power purchase contracts between power purchase user and DE, only 
need to provide safe and reliable electricity transmission conditions ,therefore, charge fees by grid. 
 Taking into account the DE's generation capacity is small and the feature of closing to the user-centric, 
starting from the power supply security, this paper use the mechanism of DE bidding for accessing to 
networks by the acting operators (energy service companies) participation[4]. Figure 5 is the schematic of 
HDE bidding for accessing to networks. 


Figure 5 schematic of HDE bidding for accessing to networks  
After deducting the fees charged by energy service company and the power grid, the peak electricity 
price is 0.85 Yuan/kWh, the valley saling electricity price is 0.047 Yuan/kWh. According to hotel lost 
840 MWh of electricity to the grid under the system of DE grid-connected with no power injection ,it 
could get profit 569,800 Yuan by electricity selling after bidding for accessing to networks, to offset the 
total purchase cost of 117,300 Yuan of purchasing electricity from the grid when itself power is 
insufficient , the whole HDE annual net income is 452500 Yuan on the side of electric power. it could 
recycles corresponding operating and maintenance costs by sharing power generation benefits, 
significantly enhances economic efficiency. 
Office users prior to accepting the HDE electric supply, then purchase  electricity from the grid 
company through the traditional way, Figure 6 shows office annual purchase of electricity from the hotel 
and the electric grid. The peak purchasing electricity price from the hotel and the power are 0.9 Yuan/kwh 
and 1.1 Yuan/kWh, the valley purchasing electricity price from the hotel and the power are 0.05 
Yuan/kwh and 0.057 Yuan/kWh. It could be calculated the annual total cost of power purchase is 
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1,837,300 Yuan. Reducing the electricity purchasing capital of 107,800 Yuan comparing with power 
purchase all from the grid. That would promote long-term stable contractual relationships between 
purchasing electricity user and DE, stimulate the vitality of DE market, help to promote electricity reform. 

Figure 6 Office annual purchase of electricity from the hotel and the electric grid 
5. Conclusions 
It could draw the following conclusions by comparing the economy of HDE and OPEU under the 
system of DE grid-connected with no power injection on the current and bidding for accessing to 
networks after electric power reform: 
 (1) For distributed energy, particularly itself heating load is relatively large, Using the operating mode 
of heat-power, and generating and selling more electricity, significantly enhances the economic benefits. 
It would undoubtedly attract investors investing DE, ensure China's regional DE healthy and rapid 
development. 
 (2) For purchasing electricity user, could choose the quality and low-cost electricity of nearest DE. It 
help to stimulate the vitality of DE market, make the market play a decisive role in the allocation of 
resources, promote electricity reform. 
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